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Abstract   
Although microblogs conveniently store users’ everyday lives, most life posts start 
becoming decrescendo when being post. This study proposes characteristic computational 
artifacts foregrounding “decrescendo posts” with restructured texts to accent new meaning-
making for participants. We aim at investigating the effect for people to live with two kinds 
of characteristic things, as well as finding an opportunity for designing artifacts with 
personality. AniPrinters are designed with having independence and preference and we 
invited participants to live with them for one week. AniPrinter prints out a thermal paper that 
interweaves a participant’s post on microblog and elsewhere correlative sentences. This 
research qualitatively probes the participants’ living with AniPrinters by analyzing diaries 
and interviewing. In the experiment, most participants reported that AniPrinters have created 
many kinds of experiences including reminiscence, serendipity and curiosity. They also 
agreed that AniPrinters show influences on them, which would bring some changes in the 
future. To conclude, designing a characteristic artifact who knows our digital past can be 
seen as creating an animistic object for us to live with. This pilot study also implies that 
providing rich felt experience with animistic objects could be leveraged to the HCI 
community. 

Characteristic artifacts; Slow technology; Interaction design; 
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In recent years, Internet of Things is emerging with technology, cloud, and mobile 
computing and is already discussed in the fields such as smart home, wearable devices, and 
social interaction. While people usually care about the effectiveness and convenience of 
computing artifacts, designing for experience and value has received attention in HCI 
research. The interplay between human and artifacts not only helps live a better life but also 
enriches everyday life experience. To enrich the lived experience of interacting with the 
artifacts designed with personalities, we present AniPrinters with two kinds of characteristics 
and deploy them in participants’ houses for a period of time. 

Literature Review 

Recent studies have shown that instant and precise interactions are not able to 
illustrate the whole experience of HCI. For instance, experience such as serendipity (Liang, 
2012), reminiscence (Odom et al., 2012), anticipation (Odom et al., 2014), curiosity, and 
feltness (McCarthy and Wright, 2004) can only be perceived when living with computing 
artifacts over a period of time. For instance, ChatterBox (Redström et al., 2000) is a social 
interactive system that collects emails, web pages and digital documents and displays them 
in public space. It successively creates recomposed sentences based on the collected texts in 
database and makes visitors perceive and understand.  

Gelatine (Bilandzic, 2013) is a system that increases the opportunity of encounters 
between coworkers and library users. Coworkers use RFID cards to check in at a kiosk in a 
co-work space. Public screen of Gelatine shows skills, interesting areas, and needs from co-
workers. Gelatine reveals that “increasing awareness of interesting things and skill of 
strangers in the same space, affords serendipity encounters and inspiration.” Odom 
advocates designing for slowness. Photobox (Odom et al., 2012) is a photo printer that a user 
could live with. It prints four or five pictures randomly in a month. These lived experiences 
provoke users to make reflection. Reflexive Printer (Tsai et al., 2014) is physical artifact that 
prints a photo on thermal paper from a user’s smartphone album and deletes the 
corresponding digital photo every day. When Reflexive Printer deleted the photos, the user 
would consciously perceive the existence of these gradually forgotten photos and memories. 
By foregrounding such seldom visited photos, it intends to provoke users to think more 
about the value of digital photos. 

Hallnäs and Redström (2001) present slow technology to rethink the meaning of the 
artifact, “reflection and moments of mental rest rather than efficiency in performance”. They 
illustrate the guidelines for designing slow technology with simple material and complex 
form. Further, they also argue that “ubiquity of computational artifacts drives a shift from 
efficient use to meaningful presence of information technology” (Hallnäs&Redström, 2002). 

According to the guideline for designing slow technology, it seems that the above-
mentioned computational artifacts over time are also instances of slow technology. These 
studies reveal a new opportunity for the present study to design for experience. 
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In this generation, it seems uncommon to write texts in physical world but these texts 
inhabit commonly in the social website. Although writing texts online is convenient, these 
texts usually do not keep appearing for a long time. Pensieve emails memory triggers to 
people with the previously posted texts or photos on social websites and the receivers could 
reply the reminiscent texts to the researchers (Peesapati et al., 2010). Adding a burden of 
replying emails for reminiscence in a digital world, the researchers received less and less 
replies as the experiment went on. We argue that designing re-visitation of previous posts 
includes not only the contents but also the form of its presentation in our everyday life.  
Therefore, our intention is to emphasize that there are many opportunities to redesign how 
we live with such personal online texts in our material life world. 

In this paper, we present AniPrinters with two kinds of characteristics and deploy 
them in participants’ houses for a period of time. As the characteristic computational 
artifacts attract people to perceive the texts of petering out, AniPrinters would probably 
enrich the lived experience of interacting with the artifacts designed with personalities.  

What is AniPrints? Specifically, we consider how to design a characteristic printer 
such as a pedant or a gossip instead of a normal printer. How could we probe people’s 
everyday experience with AniPrinters? What are the possible everyday experience with 
AniPrinters, such as reminisce, coincident, serendipity and curiosity? 

In this paper we are concerned about the decrescendo past of a web user, by analogy 
with musical expression indicating gradually decreasing (Tsai et al., 2015). The potential 
contribution includes investigating the complex phenomena of participants to experience 
through restructured texts from themselves. Further, this paper probes how living with 
computational artifacts could enrich experience of perceiving our past in the Internet. 

Design Assumptions 

Social website is convenient for people to post everyday life. A post on the Internet could be 
regarded as “decrescendo” when no one comments it anymore. There is an opportunity to 
redesign what to present with previously post texts in the future and how to give form to 
these materials in our everyday life. 

What to present with previously post texts in the future 

In recent years, many people post short messages or texts on their microblogs such as 
Facebook and Twitter. Typing on social website seems like talking with each other face to 
face. Although digital content is recorded and stored on the Internet, it becomes less 
important for users as time goes by. According to the above observations in the social 
website, the present study presents some findings. The previously post texts are stored on the 
net and there are some emotional connections between messages and users. It is an 
opportunity to design interesting experiences based on these disappearing but once 
emotional-rich texts. 
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How to give form to the disappearing messages 

We are curious about whether these text messages left on the Internet could create a new 
value. The typed words might evoke strong correlation of reminiscence and meaningfulness. 
As the search engine grows, it is easy to find implicit correlations of online texts between 
users. Therefore, we intend to present a series of artifacts, AniPrinters to collect life 
information from participants in detail. 

AniPrinters and User Study 

An AniPrinter is designed to have its own personality that can automatically “read” the post 
texts on a user’s microblog. According to such characteristic, AniPrinter will browse the 
owner’s microblog two or three times each day and will probe the keywords and tags of post 
texts to search the relative information in another outside database. Further, they will print 
out interwoven texts composed of the owner’s post texts and the relative information. 

User Study 

All six participants were undergraduate and graduate students (2male, 4 female) aged from 
23 to 26 who often used microblog (see Table 1).  Prototypes of AniPrinters were installed 
on participants’ familiar space. Participants then lived with AniPrinters for 7 days. Every 
night, participants give scores in 5-point Likert scales and reported their experience such as 
correlation, coincidence, reminisce, curious and feltness. AniPrinters logged participants' 
microblog and printed thermal paper of texts. Over the course of the research, we collected a 
total amount of 70 recorded data. 

Table 1: Participants’ background 

code P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

Sex Female Female Female Female Male Male 

Age 23 24 24 24 27 24 

Education undergraduate graduate graduate graduate undergraduate graduate 
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Figure 1: Pedant prints interwoven texts composed of a previous post and the quotation from a book related to it. 

 
Figure 2: Gossip prints interwoven texts composed of a previous post and a news title related to it. 

Design Process 

With this artifact, we print information on thermal papers to evoke reminiscence of the past 
messages in the microblog. In contrast to digital information, the physical information 
printed on thermal paper is easier to carry, send, and show. This study presents the concept 
of the “restructured texts” to facilitate the interplay between the previously post texts and the 
correlative information. Once getting permission from users, AniPrinter will randomly 
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choose a daily post, interweave it with correlative information, and print out (See Figure 1). 
Pedant prints interwoven texts composed of a previous post and the quotation from a book 
related to it. Gossip prints interwoven texts composed of a previous post and a news title 
related to it. The paper foregrounds the “decrescendo posts”, with a new accent interwoven 
with other relative information for new meaning-making. 

Through different kinds of characteristics, every AniPinter has its own choice and 
initiative. It is not intended to be an effective or precise artifact but is designed to potentially 
evoke rich experience of serendipity, reminiscence, and such feltness.  

In the design process, AniPinters were ambient in participants’ everyday life (Fig. 3, 
4). Using tags of previously post texts to search a relative paragraph from other interesting 
fields such as books and news, AniPinters will interweave posts and the paragraphs to print 
another restructured sentence. 

In the present study, AniPrinters have two types, Gossip and Pedant. Gossip cares about 
the association of recent news and Pedant is good at searching for knowledge. This paper 
considers the situation when participants live with these two printers. We invited six 
participants to this research, and the primary criterion for selecting subjects was that they are 
accustomed to using Facebook to share something. The research process is as follows:  

● Give the participants two printers and allow them to set them in any place they 
prefer.  

● When they get the printings from these two printers, they are asked to answer the 
questionnaire with Likert scale. 

● Finally we interview all participants.  

 
Figure 3: Pedant on the shelf 
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Figure 4: Gossip in working space 

After the experiment, we conducted a semi-structured interview for inquiring into their in-
depth experiences (Fig. 5). We had reviewed participants’ everyday diaries before they came 
and used them as the structure for interview. The interviewees were asked to bring their 
paper diaries (if they had) (Fig. 6); Besides, we printed out all the restructured sentences in 
their experiments for memory cueing during the interview. 

 
Figure 5: interview with P1 
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Figure 6: diary from P1 

Results 

In this research we looked at the ways how participants lived with AniPrints and the 
phenomena that they subjectively perceived the posts of past. In general, despite participants 
experiencing frustration in the first time, our findings demonstrate the opportunity to invite 
users to revisit texts they have ever seen.  

In the above process, there are four major findings in users’ diaries.  

● Correlative information makes participants feel and reminisce. 
● When participants find coincidences in the environment, they report feelingful. 
● After living with different characteristics of printers, participants have their own 

preferences based on their microblogs’ posts. 
● Participants perceive something happening to the “decrescendo” past. 

Correlative information  

Analyzing data from participants reveals that they are concerned about the correlative 
information, which interests them. In common, correlative score is related to reminiscent and 
feelingful scores.  P1 received a paper from AniPrinters and she recognized her texts at the 
first time: “I recognize the combination from posts and other words. In the moment, I 
remember the context of bad memory. And the depressive mood stresses me.”  P2 
understood that “I feel it is just a machine, and Facebook posts are information for public. I 
will not change my habit of posting on Facebook. For me, AniPrinter is a machine and I may 
try to post something and then see what it will print out.”  In short, correlative information 
presenting something interesting related to posts of past make participants feel and reminisce 
(Tsai et al., 2014). 
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Coincidences 

It was rare to experience coincidence but it still happened. For example, P1 reflected on her 
experience during the period of this experiment: “When I saw the printed texts and I saw a 
name, Ke-Xiang Liu, and then I searched it, and I found that the name is a featured poet of 
“Little Sun” (a poetry publication in Taiwan). It happened that my favorite poet, Xiang-
Yang, is also from the same publication.” Accordingly, participants experienced 
coincidences (Liang, 2012) that enrich the experience of feltness. 

Living with AniPrinters 

Similar to the previous study  (van Allen et al., 2013), after living with different 
characteristics of printers, the participants gradually discovered their own preferences 
between these two printers. P5 is interested in news, technology and game. He said, “Unlike 
news title, the sentence from Pedant does not present the context of a book…However, 
Gossip is more feelingful to me.” On the other hand, P6 reported a different perspective: 
“It’s very interesting that I google those sentences of prints from Pedant, and it really works 
that the results show which book the sentences come from. On the contrary, the content of 
news is more serious and I don’t like it.” By contrast, living with AniPrinters make them 
perceive different effect from different printer with personality. P5 was concerned with the 
context between correlative information and his posts. P6 care about the story of printing 
that can make him imagine. Furthermore, it seems that the type of preferred printer reflects a 
participant’s interest and value. 

Perceiving decrescendo past 

Participants lived with AniPrinters and perceived the texts of decrescendo past and therefore 
reflected on their posts (Tsai et al., 2015). For example, P1 reflected on her experience: “In 
that process I rejected those prints at the outset, but afterward I displayed them one by one 
and I thought it’s time to face them. I pasted all posts on my notebook, and I even obliterated 
some of these posts that I never want to see again. However, I chose to modify other posts or 
to annotate them with my emotions when reading. Finally, I chose to forgive and relieve 
myself.” However, P1 showed a transformation from frustration to acceptance of the past. 
Although P6 transformed from frustration to abandonment, he also reflected on his 
experience: “I feel someone was peeping and browsed my Facebook thoroughly. While this 
makes me feel so weird, I think I will keep posting on my Facebook. I won’t read my 
previous posts and, although I knew that it’s all public on the Internet, I still feel my privacy 
was violated.” It is effect upon perceiving decrescendo texts. 

Collectively, these reflections help illustrate how the AniPrinters provoked some 
participants to consider the role of characteristic artifact in their everyday life and, in P1’s 
case, make a subtle change to her daily life. They also highlight how participants, such as P6 
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and P5, drew on experiences in which characteristic artifacts enriched experience to describe 
their interactions with and perceptions of AniPrinters.  

Conclusion and Future work 

In this paper, we try to design characteristic artifacts that can influence people actively. The 
influence not only changes our life to be more convenient, but rather we care more about 
whether the products with personality could create novel felt experience as well as help us 
reflect on what we said on the Internet. The major contributions of our study include the 
possibility of effects on people by providing everyday characteristic products to live with. 
The study shows that users have different preferences of such products, based on their own 
personalities and values. The result of user study also improved our understanding of the 
impact of restructured text and how users feel about those prints from AniPrinters. 
AniPrinters show a new possibility of relationship between the products and people. 

In this study, we invited participants to live with our products and focused on their 
own experience. Future visions of AniPrinters include designing other characteristic printers, 
as well as printer interaction with each other. However, the principle is to take care of 
designing an artifact with personality to ensure that the owner cannot precisely control the 
artifact. As Odom presents findings in “experiences over time: from frustration to 
acceptance” (Odom et al., 2014), characteristic products bring forth a new lens of 
representing Internet of things design as relatively dull, raising participants’ trust and 
acceptance, and becoming an adequate model for ambient design. 

In this research, we foregrounded the previously post texts interwoven with 
correlative information and made them perceivable as embodied print-outs.  Due to a short 
field study, we could not deal with enough data resource to illustrate the whole context of 
living with AniPrinters. Furthermore, investigation would be benefited from deploying these 
artifacts with long-term study. We expect that AniPrinters have more different applications 
in the future.  

Designing characteristics of a computational artifact can be seen as an extension of 
the concept of designing an animistic object that regards an inert object as having an “inner 
life” of its own (van Allen et al., 2013), which could be used by other designers in the future. 
Further research about the artifact of animism as an active provider of felt experience is also 
necessary. 
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